Technical Instructions for setting up manuscripts

Manuscripts should be as concise as possible. Do not use style sheets or templates unless instructed otherwise. Number all pages, starting with 1 on the title page.

A cover sheet should contain the title and the author(s’) name(s). Please indicate the address(es) of the institution(s) where your contribution was produced and running titles for the chapters.

Index: If you are familiar with your word processors indexing function please already preset the index(es). This will significantly reduce production times and prevent mistakes caused by necessary reformatting of pages during the correction phase.

Back cover text, subtitle, front cover picture: Please prepare a short descriptive text for the back cover of the publication. This text should be set up in a way as you as author would recommend/describe your book to a colleague. It should point out the main content and novelties of the book, and should in a few sentences address the main topics of the book. A last sentence describing the potential readership of the book should be added.

Please also supply a short and precise subtitle for the publication and some suggestions for suitable front cover pictures.

If you would like to add your portrait figure in the ‘About the Author’ section please supply such together with the desired text to be included in the ‘About the Author’ section.

Literature References: All publications referred to in the text, tables and figures captions must include the name of the author(s) or the name of the first author with the addition et al. and the publication date in parentheses. All publications referred to in the text must be included in the reference list and vice versa.

The format of in-text citations should be as follows:
- for one author (Jones, 2003)
- for two authors: (Cumchal & Drenner, 2004), and
- (Jones et al., 2006) for more than two authors.

Use semicolons to separate multiple citations. Multiple citations in-text are ordered chronologically.

When abbreviating journal titles, we request that the author uses the Serials Source List for the Biological Sciences, used by Biological Abstracts/Biosis, see http://www.csa.com/ids70/serials_source_list.php?db=aquacult-set-c

Thus, references should appear as follows:


Please follow the general reference formatting requirements:
Journal:

Conference:

Book:

Book chapter:

web-page:
  Please link DOI and PubMedIDs:
  o DOI: [https://doi.org/10.1038/nature16059](https://doi.org/10.1038/nature16059)

Unknown:

Accentuation typefaces: Please use only boldface and italics. Please do not use capitals for titles and headlines.

All illustrations must be labelled with figure numbers. They must be numbered consecutively as they are referred to in the manuscript. Labelling should be done using the font “Times” or “Helvetica (Arial)” and must be large enough to allow necessary reductions in size. The font of the illustrations has to be consistent throughout the manuscript.
Typing area for 17 x 24 cm monographs is 13 x 19 cm, if figures are larger, please contact the publishers for assistance.
Please do not embed figures within the manuscript text.

Figure legends and table legends should be included at the end of the manuscript on (a) separate page(s). Figures and tables must be delivered as separate files. It is helpful to additionally include figure and table legends at the desired approximate position of the figure in the text; separated by one line before and below the legend. (again: please do not embed figures within the manuscript text).

Figure files: We strongly recommend to supply vectorized data for line drawings and graphs. Therefore, please open the files in your graphics program and directly export the figures to pdf, eps or svg.
Please also supply the original figure files (such as Excel, Illustrator, Corel etc.; if Corel is used, please resave as Corel 10 version).
Otherwise please send high resolution (minimum 300 dpi at final printing size) figure files.
Halftone (rasterized/bitmap) figures should have a resolution of at least 300 dpi (.tif, .eps, .jpeg).
All resolutions refer to the actual printing size of the figure.

File delivery: Please assign clear to understand file names and try to arrange/sort all material in folders (manuscript text, figures, tables, extra).
Naming of files and folders:
Please follow the following naming convention:

Figures: chapter_xx_fig_xxx.ext (e.g.: chapter_02_fig_002.pdf)
Tables: chapter_xx_tab_xxx.ext (e.g.: chapter_10_tab_001.xls)
Texts: chapter_xx_text.ext (e.g.: chapter_01_introduction.doc)

For additional material or documents please use a similar naming convention. Numbers should always consist of an identical number of digits; please fill up with ‘zero’s’ to the left.

For delivery of large files, please store all publication related material in one compressed archive (zip, rar etc.). Folder structures may be included and are helpful. To transfer the data to the publisher please request an upload link (mail@schweizerbart.de) or use another file sharing service.
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